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PowerData - Caribbean Islands
Power Stations Monitor Data Using OPC DataHub
Even on the lush tropical beaches of St.
Maarten, Suriname, St. Kitts, and Antigua,
where the sunshine sparkles on the deep
turquoise waters of the Caribbean, access to
real-time data is vital. While tourists lounge
on white sand beaches, the managers and
engineers at resorts, shopping centers, and
power plants work round the clock behind
the scenes to ensure a smooth experience.
Operators and managers in the public
institutions and private facilities at these
remote destinations need to know what their
processes are doing at any given time, from any location. They must be able to react
quickly to changing conditions and make key decisions.
To meet this need, PowerData Limited of St. Maarten provides real-time and historical
online data reporting services. They supply managers and engineers in power plants,
resorts, and commercial facilities with the data they need to monitor their power
generation equipment, instrumentation, and other machinery. Recently, PowerData
started using the OPC DataHub giving their customers a real-time data display using a
standard web browser.
"Now our clients can open a web browser from wherever they are, and see exactly what
is going on," said Mr. Cameron Burn, CEO of PowerData. "The OPC DataHub's Java
applets let us feed large quantities of data to a page at high speeds, with no refresh
necessary."

Cameron is using the OPC DataHub’s Table applet to display multiple DataHub points.
His web server provides the page, and loads the DataHub Table applet. The applet then
creates a direct TCP link to the OPC DataHub, which is connected to the PowerData
monitoring equipment’s OPC server. The OPC DataHub streams the data from the
PowerData equipment to the web page in real time. The processing load on the web
browser is very little—there’s no need for screen refresh—and the data is always up-tothe-second accurate.
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PowerData customers greatly appreciate the accuracy and convenience of seeing their
process data live in their browser.
“Remote monitoring of our engine installations has been one of the most valuable aspects
of this new system,” said Mr. Jeff Close, MAN Support Services Engineer at Needsmust
Electricity Power Station in St. Kitts. “This is so much easier, and much more reliable,
than the manual monitoring and logging methods we were using in the past. It gives us
the ability to combine all engine data for the station into one page, therefore making it
easier to assess the station status.”
“We are very pleased with the convenience of obtaining our data reading automatically
from the PowerData web site,” said Terrence Simmon, Power Station Operations
Manager of the Sonesta Maho Beach Hotel in St. Maarten. “It has increased our
reliability significantly.”
As the benefits of real-time data monitoring from a web browser become more apparent,
Cameron Burn expects to see a growing demand for this use of the OPC DataHub.
▫
▫
▫
The OPC DataHub is a highly optimized integration tool for real-time data. It provides
quick, reliable and secure access to valuable process and production data and makes it
available to management systems, database archives, and remote clients. Combining a
number of innovative technologies, the OPC DataHub makes it easy for you to access the
real-time data you need to make informed and timely decisions that save time, reduce
waste, and increase profitability.
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Founded in 1995, Cogent Real-Time Systems is the leader in real-time data integration
between Windows, Linux and QNX systems. Customers include the Bank of Canada,
Cadbury Chocolate and the European Space Agency. Cogent leverages its experience in
real-time data communications to provide the next generation of OPC products. For
more information, please contact Cogent at info@cogent.ca or visit our web site at
www.opcdatahub.com. You can also call us at +1 (905) 702 7851.
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